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Club members,
First of all, I want to say what a fantastic turnout we had at the picnic
this year. It's exciting to see all the youngsters interested in the
hobby. It's even more exciting that we have gained fresh new
members as a result.
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Jerry Davis
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Newsletter Editor:
Mike Hobbs
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Second, I want to say thank you to all volunteers and anonymous
donors for all the improvements and hard work on the track and
other maintenance. I believe we will continue to create an inviting
and educational experience to future generations as a result of our
dedication to the hobby.
Your club President,
Jim Olszewski
Club meetings: Next meeting is Saturday April 9, 2022, at 9:00 am

Meeting minutes.
Recent/Upcoming Events
• 2022 annual membership payments were due by Jan. 1, 2022. Current
AMA membership for 2022 is required for all Airmasters members.

Charter Club 2814
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Safety and Vice-President Update
Safety is an issue which we all need to be concerned with. Most of the time, everything goes fine.
Every so often an issue will occur just because we are rushed or get distracted and don't focus on
the aircraft readiness or flight plan. If you are having any issues with your vision then don’t fly.
Also, if you are not feeling well then it would be better to wait before flying. Concentrating on
flying your aircraft is difficult enough even when everything is right. It is always good to get a
buddy to help you with your pre-flight checkout or stand with you during the flight. This is
especially helpful for a new plane.
• There has been a noticeable reduction of incursions over the pit area. Thank you to all members
for this positive trend. It is imperative that pilots fly with safety in mind and fly in the center of
the field. When the wind is out of the north be especially careful flying past the pit area as the
wind may push your aircraft over the pit area unexpectedly. Pilots are to stand in the two
designated flight areas located in front of the pavilion to the north of the pit area. This is to
help with the communication between the pilots.
• Pilots must be aware of their surroundings and pay extra attention when entering the runway.
Communicate with other pilots. Clearly sound-off during ground and flight operations – Going
out; taking off; landing; on the field; clear of the field; etc.
• While other planes are in the air you must fly the pattern as indicated by the arrow. To ensure
proficiency for safe flight in both directions, proactively practice take-off and landing from both
directions. Figure eights and practice approaches at altitude in both pattern directions are good
ways to develop these skills. Only practice figure 8’s when no one else is flying.
• Don’t mix dissimilar aircraft or flying styles. Drones, helicopters, fix wing scale, 3D flight, other
special flight operations should not be mixed.
• During training be sure that the master/slave configuration is connected and operated correctly.
• Fail-Safe: The intent of fail-safe is not particularly to save your plane, but to increase safety. A
lowered throttle may give someone a little more time to get out of the way of an errant aircraft.
Please remember, fail-safe or other custom settings need to be set-up in your transmitter when
each new aircraft is added. For helicopters and other specialized aircraft different settings may
be appropriate.
• Throttle Cut: Many transmitters are now equipped with “Throttle Cut” capability. Try to set that
up in all your electric planes if possible. It’s a tremendous safety feature as it prevents the prop
from spinning if the throttle is accidentally moved. Each plane must be set up individually as you
are setting up programming for that plane.
Parents of children at the field must be careful and watchful of their children when they are flying
or driving on the racetrack. Children should not be in the pits or on the driver’s stand unless they
are members and are flying an aircraft or driving a vehicle on the track. Spectators should remain
behind the pits or on the bleachers, not in the pits or on driver’s stand. The driver’s stand is limited
to six drivers at a time. If there are more than that, we should do as we do on the flight line, share
and let others have a turn.

Many mishaps can be prevented. Slow down, take a little more time, focus on
the mission and enjoy the experience.
Jerry Davis
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Field Marshal News
We are now well into the spring weather cycle. The rain is starting back
up, warmer days and still many great flying days to enjoy.
The high grass areas, medium level borders, pits and runway short cut
are all being maintained. We continue to apply pesticide to keep the fire
ants down.
We have had some critters digging on the side of the runway and in the pit areas. If you are walking
out near the perimeter of the field and see any damage to the electric fence, say something to me
or anyone of the other members at the field so we can keep the fence in good repair and hopefully
prevent the hogs and other animals from damaging the runway or other areas of the club.

Many members enjoying a beautiful day at the field!
Drainage pipe to drain the water from the track when it
rains and sprinkler pipe to wet the track to prevent dust
between rains… All up and running!

Finishing touches to
dress up the track!

Thank you to everyone that participates in field projects that preserve
and improve our club grounds for everyone’s enjoyment. All members
are encouraged to join in clean-up. workdays and special projects
when they are scheduled to ensure that our facility is well maintained,
safe and ready to enjoy at all times. Be safe and have fun!
Brett Givens
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Membership
Charter and Insurance
We have received our 2022 AMA charter along with a copy of our club’s current insurance policy. AMA
membership is required for insurance coverage. Our insurance does not cover members if they have
not renewed their AMA membership.
Lease Renewal
The club’s lease for the field will expire in 2025. I have advised the county that we would like to renew
our lease at the end of our current lease for an additional 20 years.
Dues
• As of 4/6/2022 we stand at 131 paid members. Current AMA membership and current Airmaster’s
club memberships are both required to fly and/or drive. A list of current members is posted on the
bulletin board at the field. Please check to make sure that your memberships and contact
information are current on the bulletin board. If you need to renew your membership and/or
update your contact information use Join/Renew Airmasters RC Club Membership Form.
• AMA membership is paid for 12 months or more based on renewal duration chosen. AMA
membership is valid beginning on the date of payment. If your AMA membership expires, you are no
longer insured.
• Airmasters RC membership dues shall be paid annually due on January 1st. Membership is valid from
January 1st through December 31st. A new member joining after August 1st pays initiation fee (Adult
$10, Junior $5) and one half (1/2) annual dues for membership valid August 1st through December
31st. The membership fees are:

•
•
•
•
•

Initiation fee $10.00 per adult --$5.00 per junior membership
Renewals, the initiation fee is required if delinquent for a full year.
Open membership $75.00 Family membership $85.00
Junior membership (under 18 years old as of July 1st) $10.00
Please make checks payable to Airmasters R/C and send to:

Airmasters
P.O. Box 780498
Sebastian, FL. 32978

• If either your AMA or Airmasters memberships expire, all flying and/or driving privileges are
suspended. There is no grace period.
Visitors
• Visiting AMA members may fly and/or drive up to 5 times per year as a guest of a current member if
they are able to show their current AMA membership. The current Airmaster member host must be
present with their guests.
• Visiting relatives or out of town AMA members that are guests of current club members may fly
and/or drive up to 10 times per year. Their host must always be present with them.
It is important to keep your AMA and Airmasters RC memberships current along with your contact
information for you to receive club news, stay current with club functions and for uninterrupted fun
flying and/or driving RC vehicles with others that share the same interests.
Tom Duesler
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Flight Instruction/Certification
Airmasters RC instructors are dedicated to helping new members gain the knowledge and skills needed
to safely enjoy remote control aircraft flight. Flight instructors are available at the airfield each morning
from sun rise until approximate 9:00 am.
Ever wonder what our Airmasters
instructors do in their spare time?

Airmasters RC Flight Instructor Paul Jacobs
and his US Air Force Twin Otter

RC

In between:
• Taking us up for our first buddy box flight
• Coaching us on our first take-off
• Demonstrating level pattern flight
• Encouraging us as we practice the pattern
“3 mistakes high”
• Coaching us to go easy… a little more easy…
on the elevator control and let the aircraft
settle gently on the runway
• And after they pat us on the back when we
finally grease in the perfect landing and say
it’s time for you to solo… off the buddy box!
They stand by us and that’s right,
They go flying!!

Thank you to all our Airmasters RC Flight Instructors past, present and future!!
They help us realize our dreams of flight!

FAA Regulations
There are a lot of questions and concerns around how FAA regulations will affect our hobby. Our most
current guidance from the FAA is included in FAA Advisory Circular AC_91-57B Exception for Limited
Recreational Operations of Unmanned Aircraft. To fly under The Exception for Recreational Flyers, you
must:
• Register your drone
• Fly only for recreational purposes
• Follow the safety guidelines of a community-based organization
• Keep your drone within the visual line of sight or use a visual observer
• Give way and do not interfere with any manned aircraft
• Get prior authorization before operating in controlled airspace
• Fly at or below 400’ in uncontrolled airspace
• Comply with all airspace restrictions
• Pass an aeronautical knowledge and safety test
As AMA members flying at an AMA sanctioned field, we are to abide by the FAA and AMA rules. Your
AMA magazines and emails are great sources for the latest information.
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Repair a R/C Car Body
By Rusty Pieper
R/C car bodies have a rough life. Mainly, it seems, they are just for looks. They don’t keep any
dirt out. Possibly they could protect the car’s components from damage during a collision. One
thing that is for certain they do get damaged. This article shows how I repair them.
Repair Items Needed:

Shoe Goo
Adhesive

Mesh Drywall
Tape

Tools Needed:

Window
Screen

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Masking Tape
Office Paper Binding Clamp
Old Credit Card
Monokote Iron
Xacto Knife
Latex Gloves (optional)

Repair Procedure:

A. Clean body, especially that area needing repair.
B. Fix the damaged area to where it is as normal as possible. I have used a monokote iron on
low heat to fix bent plastic. If paint was taken off, now is the time to repaint the damaged
area so the repair will not be so noticeable.
C. Use a paper binding clamp and/or tape to hold areas together near edges. You put the
clamp on the very edge so that it does not protrude into the gluing area. Tape is used to
close damaged areas inside the body.
D. Decide if you need drywall tape or screen to reinforce the area. The screen is stronger
than drywall tape. Cut the pieces to fit the area you are repairing. If the patch covers a
body mounting hole or extends past the sides, you can trim it later.
E. If you are using screen you may need to heat this with the monokote iron to conform to
the curves. The drywall tape can be bent slightly.
F. Put your gloves on. Lay down a thin layer of Shoe Goo with the credit card. Place the
patch over the glue and use the credit card to smooth it out. Note: Shoe Goo will stick to
skin and is just as hard as CA to get off. Hence, using gloves.
G. Place the body in area to dry where fumes will not bother anyone. The odor from the
Shoe Goo is toxic.
H. After 24 hours, clean up the patched area by trimming excess off.
Being able to reinforce new bodies before use and fix damaged bodies will allow one to use
the bodies longer and make them look better. This is especially true if you use Traxxas stock
bodies. They are very thin. I do not know about any other stock bodies. The bodies I have on
our cars are Parma, Proline and J. Concepts. They are mostly .040” thick. Some are .080” thick
and that is what I like to use. I have included some illustrations to show some repairs and
reinforcements. Let me know if you have any questions.
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Repair a R/C Car Body
- Illustrations
This picture shows how I used screen to reinforce
the mounting area on the Jeep body. I reinforce
all the mounting areas on all my bodies after
painting them. I learned that when the cars roll
and tumble the mounting pegs can break the
body, so I started reinforcing them. This stopped
the damage.
This picture shows how I used screen to reinforce
the lower edge of the body where it covers the
frame. This could be a weak area, so I reenforced
it after painting.

This picture shows how I used drywall tape to
reinforce the mounting area on the Volkswagen
body.

This picture shows how I used drywall tape to fix
the Volkswagen body where collision damage was
on the side by the front fender.
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Vanessa (CG) Machine
Contributed by Conway Bolt from Bill Schneider
"I have been using the Vanessa machine for a long time it works on any size plane and wing
configuration. The 'Vanessa CG Machine was, I believe, designed by the late Jim Archer, a
modeler in the truest sense of the word "amateur", one who loves the hobby. It is offered here
in memoriam to Jim so that others may benefit from his contributions to aeromodeling.”
Centre of Gravity (C.G.), where it is located on your model aircraft, is one of the most
important factors in determining how well it flies. It is also one of the most difficult parameters
to measure as anyone will attest who has tried to balance a low wing monoplane on a pair of
pencils stuck in a 2 x 4. If you want to know where the C.G. is located on almost any
configuration of model plane accurately, and I mean within a sixteenth of an inch, make this
device. I've been using it for many years on everything from a 1/2A two channel to a 26 pound
1/4 scale Tiger Moth. It works every time, is fairly simple to use, and it's accurate. It can be
made of almost anything kicking around the workshop, a piece of 1 x 2 (or 2 x 2) wood about a
foot long; a piece of 1/4 or 3/8 dowel also about a foot long; some flexible but strong rope
about 1/8" in diameter; a pulley you can hook up to the ceiling (preferably over a bench where
your plane can sit), and a little plumb bob.
Drill a hole parallel to the long dimension near the end of the 1 x 2. It must be snug enough so
that you can just turn the dowel by hand. If it is too loose put a saw-cut through the hole and a
bit beyond it, and a bolt with a wing nut (as shown in Fig. A) so that it can be adjusted by hand.
A hole in the other end for the "hanging rope," a pulley, and two nails in a stud to snub the
"hanging rope," and that part is ready.
Next, make two equal loops of soft rope or cord to support the model. The pair I use are 40" in
circumference, and they handle most 40 to 60 size models. Cut two pieces of soft cord 40" long
and tie the ends together. Pull them taut over your index fingers to make sure that the lengths
are equal, and then put a drop of CA on each knot to assure they stay forever.

Now make a small plumb bob. I made one out of a 2" length of 3/8" dia. aluminum rod. I
chucked it in a drill press and filed a point on one end. A small axial hole at the other end and a
cross-hole made a neat place to tie a piece of string or thread. I discovered later that wallpaper
stores sell cute little lead bobs that are perfect. About a foot and a half of thread tied in a
slipknot will allow you to adjust the height of the plumb bob.
To use this marvelous device, place the model aircraft on the bench with the centre of the wing
more or less below the pulley in the ceiling. Lower the dowel and support to a couple of inches
above the wing. Place the 40" loops around the wing as shown in Fig. C or D and wrap them
around the dowel 4 or 5 times (same on both sides). Since the C.G. is normally well forward of
the centre of the chord of the wing, there will be more weight on the forward side of the, loop
than the rear, and the angle of dangle will be different fore and aft. Thus, the rope would like to
slip forward, but the wraps around the dowel provide enough friction to prevent this. Put the
plumb bob string over the dowel. Usually, it is more convenient to have the plumb bob on the
inside of the loop, hanging over the fuselage, or wing root.
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Vanessa (C.G.) Machine (con’t.)
Contributed by Conway Bolt from Bill Schneider
Carefully hoist the model a couple of inches off the bench. Steady it until it reaches a state of
equilibrium. By hand rotating the dowel in its hole, adjust the model to a level flight attitude.
An important detail in using this device is to have the dowel parallel to the wing spar.
Adjust the slipknot on the plumb bob so that it hangs just above the model and - Voila! - It
points to the Center of Gravity. Since all of the weight of the model is being supported by the
dowel, the C.G. will be directly beneath the dowel (wherethe plumb bob is pointing).
Put a piece of masking tape on the model where the plumb bob is pointing and mark the spot
with a felt tip pen. Or better still; put the tape on before you hoist the model, mark where the
C.G. should be, and then get the good/bad news when you hoist it. While it is still up there,
you can add weight to the nose or tail, adjust the attitude to level flight again by rotating the
dowel, and see before your very eyes where the C.G. has moved to. After a couple of tries you
should know exactly how much weight to put where.
Versatility (Fig. C) shows a high wing trainer, but the device works equally well with a low or
mid wing pattern type aircraft (Fig. D). With a biplane, just put the loop around both wings
(Fig. E). You say you have a J3 Cub with wing struts that get in the way! No problem; make a
pair of 40" ropes with a loop at one end and a little wire hook at the other end. Feed this
under the wing, around the dowel, and put the hook in the loop.
If you have flaps or strip ailerons that come close to the fuselage and may not support the
weight, put on them by the ropes, a couple of things can be done. Make a single large loop of
rope and sling it under the fuselage fore and aft of the wing as shown in Fig. F. Tape the rope
to the bottom of the fuselage, far enough behind the wing to keep the rope off the trailing
edge. Or cut a piece of balsa (or Styrofoam, or aluminum) an inch or so wide and a bit longer
than the chord of the wing at the root. Place this under the wing with the rope beneath.
Make sure they stay in place as you hoist the model. A delta can be tested with the single
loop fuselage sling method (Fig. F) by putting a strip of 3/32" balsa beneath the fuselage. The
strip must be long enough to be held by the front sling and protrude behind the wing for the
rear sling.
Take a few minutes to put one of these things together. The dimensions and the materials are
almost unimportant. It's the configuration and gravity that do the job. From then on you will
know exactly where the Center of Gravity is. Where it should be or where you like it to be is
your problem.
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Vanessa (C.G.) Machine (con’t.)
Contributed by Conway Bolt from Bill Schneider
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Remembering our good friend Tim Miller…
Tim learned and practiced a wide variety of building
techniques and forms. He was known as an artisan,
and we marveled at the many interesting designs
that he brought to the airfield engineered with
technology that spanned over a hundred years.
Building boats with a form that glides smoothly
through the water. Sails that generate lift to carry
those boats across the water close hauled, on a
reach or wing and wing dead down wind with ease.
Wings to lift all forms of flying machines through
the air and across the sky.
Most of Tim’s projects were real life windows to the
state of the art of model trains, boats and aircraft
across time. Some were newer high-performance
models with electronic computer control tethered
to the pilot on the ground.

Exciting and fun for sure. But Tim brought so many
truly marvelous machines with mechanical
computers that flew free, ascending to great heights
until the onboard timer (fuse) initiated a mechanical
program to reconfigure the aircraft to float down
gently settling back on the field. All reusable
technology ready to reset the configuration, rewind
the rubber band (fuel) and fly mission after mission
decades before NASA built the Space Shuttle or
SpaceX dreamed of returning the launch vehicle to
land on a barge.
Tim was thought of fondly by his classmates at
Sandpoint Senior High School class of 1964 in Idaho
and serving as a Staff Sergeant in the United States
Air Force. He settled into the Florida lifestyle, freely
shared his love of model aviation and lives on in our
memories as a genuine Airmaster.

High Flight
Oh! I have slipped the surly bonds of Earth and danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings; Sunward
I've climbed and joined the tumbling mirth of sun-split clouds, — and done a hundred things you have
not dreamed of — wheeled and soared and swung high in the sunlit silence.
Hov'ring there, I've chased the shouting wind along, and flung my eager craft through footless halls of
air.
Up, up the long, delirious burning blue I've topped the wind-swept heights with easy grace where
never lark, or ever eagle flew.
And, while with silent, lifting mind I've trod the high untrespassed sanctity of space, put out my hand,
and touched the face of God.
— John Gillespie Magee, Jr
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